The Kepler Mission has found thousands of planetary candidates with radii between 1 and 4 R ⊕ . These planets have no analogues in our own Solar System, providing an unprecedented opportunity to understand the range and distribution of planetary compositions allowed by planet formation and evolution. A precise mass measurement is usually required to constrain the possible composition of an individual super-Earth-sized planet, but these measurements are difficult and expensive to make for the majority of Kepler planet candidates. Fortunately, adopting a statistical approach helps us to address this question without them. In particular, we apply hierarchical Bayesian modeling to a subsample of Kepler planet candidates that is complete for P < 25 days and R pl > 1.2 R ⊕ and draw upon interior structure models which yield radii largely independent of mass by accounting for the thermal evolution of a gaseous envelope around a rocky core. Assuming the envelope is dominated by hydrogen and helium, we present the current-day composition distribution of the sub-Neptune-sized planet population and find that H+He envelopes are most likely to be ∼ 1% of these planets' total mass with an intrinsic scatter of ±0.5 dex. We address the gaseous/rocky transition and illustrate how our results do not result in a one-to-one relationship between mass and radius for this sub-Neptune population; accordingly, dynamical studies which wish to use Kepler data must adopt a probabilistic approach to accurately represent the range of possible masses at a given radius.
INTRODUCTION
The Kepler Mission has found thousands of planetary candidates with sizes between that of Earth and Neptune (Rowe et al. 2014, in preparation; Burke et al. 2014; Batalha et al. 2013; Borucki et al. 2011) . Considering that no such planets exist in our own Solar System, this discovery elicits fundamental questions about their nature: are these planets scaled-up versions of Earth, scaled-down and irradiated versions of Neptune, or something in-between? What is the "typical" composition of this planet population, and what is the range of possibilities, as constrained by the planets we have observed? At what radius is the expected transition between rocky and gaseous compositions?
Addressing such population-wide inquiries about bulk compositions requires two tools: first, models of internal structures which relate an individual planet's composition to its measured radius, and second, a statistical framework which combines information about individual members of a population into an inference about the whole while appropriately accounting for uncertainties in individual observables. The former has been studied by a number of authors, as summarized below; the latter, however, has received limited treatment in the exoplanet literature. Here we provide an exoplanet-specific example of one such statistical tool commonly used for population studies in other fields, and in doing so answer questions about the range and distribution of compositions for these sub-Neptune-sized planetary candidates.
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1 NSF Graduate Research Fellow 1.1. Modeling Sub-Neptune Interior Structures Theoretical modeling of exoplanet interiors has a substantial history, starting with models that were developed to understand the structure and evolution of gas giants (e.g. Fortney et al. 2007; Marley et al. 2007 ). As recent surveys have uncovered ever smaller extrasolar planets, these models have been extended to the new population of sub-Neptune-sized planets. Studies of such low-mass planets include investigations of "ocean worlds" (Léger et al. 2004 ), low-density irradiated exoNeptunes (Rogers et al. 2011) , and scaling relations between mass and radius for sub-Jovian planets of varying compositions, including iron, silicates, water ice, carbon compounds, hydrogen/helium, and various combinations thereof (Valencia et al. 2006; Seager et al. 2007; Fortney et al. 2007 ).
These models have been applied to numerous individual Neptunes and sub-Neptunes, such as GJ 876d (Valencia et al. 2007) , CoRoT-7b (e.g. Léger et al. 2009; Valencia et al. 2010; Jackson et al. 2010) , GJ1214b (e.g. Charbonneau et al. 2009; Nettelmann et al. 2011; Valencia et al. 2013) , and the Kepler-11 system (Lopez et al. 2012) , to provide constraints on what their bulk compositions could be. Inferring more detailed composition parameters like an individual planet's core, mantle, and envelope mass is of course a highly degenerate problem made worse by the possible choices for the number and type of layers in the planet's interior (Valencia et al. 2007; . Nevertheless, we can derive some guidance for how to best address this problem and make progress on answering these population-wide composition ques-tions by noting a few salient characteristics of the overall low-mass planet population. First, a substantial fraction of these planets have radii that are just too large to be explained by rock/ice/water combinations (e.g, Lopez & Fortney 2014; Rogers 2014) . Second, mass constraints for a few dozen sub-Neptunes indicate that planets at the same radii can vary in mass by a factor of ∼ 2 − 4 Weiss & Marcy 2014) , hinting at significant compositional variability within this population. Finally, conclusively rocky compositional constraints have been obtained for a few small planets, most notably CoRoT-7b, Kepler-10b (Batalha et al. 2011) , and Kepler-78b (Pepe et al. 2013; Howard et al. 2013) .
Based these observations, we adopt a few key assumptions which allow us to move forward with this work, to infer compositions for Kepler 's sub-Neptune population. First, knowing that some of these planets are decisively rocky while others must contain non-negligible amounts of hydrogen and helium motivates the assumption of a rocky core with a H+He envelope for all of these lowmass planets. Of course, this does not mean that "water worlds", i.e. planets with either a distinct water layer or with water vapor comprising a substantial percentage of the gaseous envelope, could not exist. Indeed, if photoevaporation plays a significant role in shaping this irradiated planet population, planets which are shown to exclusively lie in the radius-flux "occurrence valley" predicted by Lopez & Fortney (2013) and Owen & Wu (2013) are likely such water worlds. Nevertheless, with core accretion as a reasonable proposal for the formation of these sub-Neptunes and with protoplanetary disks composed primarily of hydrogen, the most straightforward explanation for the substantial compositional variation implied by measured masses and radii is variation in the accretion and loss of hydrogen, rather than the somewhat extreme dynamic range in the processes of ice differentiation, disk migration, and water evaporation needed to produce an entire population of water worlds which match these observations. While both of these ideas merit further work and observational testing, Occam's Razor drives us to assume a rock plus hydrogen composition for this study.
With the postulate that gaseous envelopes tend to dominate the non-rocky portion of the planet's structure, we can adopt a two-component interior structure and, for now, set aside the problem of compositional degeneracy that arises from models with three or more layers. Even so, a large amount of theoretical uncertainty in the intrinsic luminosity of these planets remain. Fortunately, coupling interior structure models to atmospheric radiative transfer models (e.g. Fortney et al. 2007; Guillot 2010) enables tracking of the thermal cooling of a planet's interior as it ages, eliminating the need to marginalize over the internal energy (Lopez et al. 2012; Lopez & Fortney 2014) . When applied to highly irradiated sub-Neptunes as done in Lopez & Fortney (2014) , these thermally evolving models result in radii that are more sensitive to the fraction of a planet's mass that is in a hydrogen and helium envelope than to the total mass. This has significant implications, as mass measurements are not needed to get a sense for this composition parameter, and the information content in the Kepler radius distribution can be maximally leveraged for such studies.
Statistical Treatment of Planet Populations
Radial velocity (RV) surveys provided the first opportunity to study the characteristics of an emerging population of planets. Tabachnik & Tremaine (2002) and Cumming et al. (2008) used a maximum likelihood approach with Poisson statistics to infer the joint massperiod distribution of detected RV planets, while necessarily incorporating RV detection thresholds to account for incompleteness (known as "truncation" in the statistical literature). The eccentricity distribution of RV planets were studied by Jurić & Tremaine (2008) and Ford & Rasio (2008) , among others, who performed K-S tests to compare the eccentricity distributions of their planet-planet scattering simulations to various subpopulations of RV planets to illuminate their origins. More recently, Howard et al. (2010) and Mayor et al. (2011) extended the analysis of survey incompleteness to smaller masses, using a simple efficiency correction to obtain binned estimates of the occurrence rate of RV planets.
These population studies have expanded in scope and feasibility with the advent of the Kepler Mission (Borucki et al. 2010; Koch et al. 2010) , which discovered over 3500 planet candidates in its first three years of data (Rowe et al. 2014 , in preparation; see Burke et al. 2014 for the latest published planet candidate catalog). Among them are analyses of the occurrence rate of exoplanets at different sizes and periods (Youdin 2011; Howard et al. 2012; Dong & Zhu 2013; Fressin et al. 2013; Dressing & Charbonneau 2013; Morton & Swift 2013; Petigura et al. 2013) , the consistency between RV and transit surveys (Wolfgang & Laughlin 2012; Wright et al. 2012; Figueira et al. 2012) , the Kepler eccentricity distribution (Moorhead et al. 2011; Kane et al. 2012; Wu & Lithwick 2013) , and the frequency of multiple-planet systems Tremaine & Dong 2012; Fabrycky et al. 2012) . The relationship between the radii and masses for sub-Neptune planets has also received attention (Wolfgang & Laughlin 2012; Wu & Lithwick 2013; Weiss & Marcy 2014) , with the aim of illuminating the compositions of these planets.
These studies use a range of statistical techniques, including the intuitive yet idealized inverse efficiency method Petigura et al. 2013) ; linear regression on binned, mean estimates of very uncertain, intrinsically dispersed individual points (Weiss & Marcy 2014) ; Monte Carlo approaches (Wolfgang & Laughlin 2012; Fressin et al. 2013) ; maximum likelihood that incorporates survey incompleteness (Youdin 2011; Tremaine & Dong 2012; Dong & Zhu 2013) ; and non-parametric kernel density estimation (Morton & Swift 2013) . Each of these studies treat error in the observed quantities of individual planets differently, but none incorporate them in a way that produces rigorous posterior estimates of the population parameters of interest. Given that the goal of such population studies is to characterize the population given the observed data, the quality of this data should play a large role in the inference of the population parameters.
Hierarchical Bayesian modeling (HBM) is very naturally suited to this problem, and has been in use for decades by many fields, including bioinformatics and po-litical science, whose key science questions involve inferring characteristics of a population from noisy observations of individual members. The HBM framework is very general, and its usefulness extends to a number of commonly encountered problems in astronomy; we refer the reader to Loredo (2007) and Loredo (2012) for a discussion of multi-level modeling in a general astronomical context, and to §3 for an overview of its capabilities for the science goals of this work.
The promise that HBM holds for exoplanet population studies has only recently been realized. The first instance of HBM in the exoplanet literature is Hogg et al. (2010) ; they derive an importance sampling algorithm which incorporates posterior samples that have already been computed for individual planets into inferences about the population, and they apply this algorithm to the planetary eccentricity distribution. Foreman-Mackey et al. (2014) and Rogers (2014) use this algorithm to infer the occurrence rate of planets as a function of period and radius, and to infer the radius at which super-Earths transition from gaseous to rocky compositions, respectively. This work, on the other hand, is the first study to perform full hierarchical Bayesian modeling where inferences on both the population and the individuals are made; the details are laid out in §3.4 -4.2.
In this paper we present the first quantitative distribution of sub-Neptune compositions, which we define as the fraction of a planet's mass that exists in a hydrogen and helium envelope around an Earth-like rocky core that can vary in mass. In §2, we describe the Kepler planet candidates and how the sample used for this work was selected. In §3 we explain what hierarchical Bayesian modeling is and detail the specifics of the model that we use to obtain the sub-Neptune composition distribution presented in §4. We discuss the implications of these results in §5, and conclude in §6.
KEPLER OBJECTS OF INTEREST
During its regular mission, Kepler stared at nearly 200,000 stars to detect transiting extrasolar planets. The search for transit signatures among such a large target sample requires a substantial amount of processing, both by computers and by humans, to produce the list of high fidelity planetary candidates that we use in this work. The automated portion of this process is the pipeline developed by the Kepler Mission Science Operations Center (SOC), as outlined in ; it includes modules that calibrate the raw images from the Kepler spacecraft (Quintana et al. 2010) , produce raw photometry from these images , detrend the raw photometric time series to remove systematic instrumental effects , search for transitlike signals using a wavelet-based adaptive-matched filter , and then fit a transit model to further characterize the signal (Wu et al. 2010) .
The human effort continues where this automated pipeline ends: with the list of Threshold Crossing Events (TCEs), the periodic transit-like signals which pass the pipeline's filter. The number of TCEs can be substantial, on the order of 10 4 (Tenenbaum et al. , 2014 , and a large number are produced by astrophysical variability or instrumental noise (> 80% of Q1-8 TCEs; Burke et al. 2014) . To identify these cases, the TCE list undergoes a "triage" stage where the Data Validation summary pages produced by the last module in the SOC pipeline are visually inspected by members of the Threshold Crossing Event Review Team (TCERT). If the shape of the signal has the characteristic U-or V-shape of a planetary transit or stellar eclipse, it is made into a Kepler Object of Interest (KOI) and passed onto the next stage of human inspection where it is given either a false positive or a planetary candidate disposition.
The data and metrics used to disposition KOIs are explained in detail in Batalha et al. (2013) , Burke et al. (2014) , and Rowe et al. (2014, in preparation) . For our purposes, it is sufficient to note that this determination only considers data obtained by the Kepler spacecraft, and that an "innocent until proven guilty" approach is adopted. Additional information in the Kepler light curves and pixel images does enable identification of some astrophysical false positives, i.e. unequal-mass eclipsing binary systems or background eclipsing binaries with a significant sky-projected offset from the target star. However, the majority of KOIs lack the unambiguous evidence of these false positive scenarios or need additional observations to provide this evidence, and therefore are determined to be (or "dispositioned" as) planetary candidates (hitherto "PCs"). In general, what counts as unambiguous evidence is strictly defined (i.e. a large transit depth or a V-shaped transit is not considered sufficient evidence for a false positive disposition), which results in some KOIs being optimistically labeled as PCs.
KOI False Positives and Incompleteness
A number of studies have analyzed the effect of this inclusive approach on the reliability of the PC catalog. While Morton & Johnson (2011) found that overall the false positive probability (FPP) of KOIs labeled as planetary candidates are low (∼ 5%), this FPP does increase to ∼ 10% for PCs with larger radii. Santerne et al. (2012) qualitatively corroborates this effect via the radial velocity technique by measuring masses of the detected transiting companions, reporting that 35% of the deepest, shortest period PC signals have masses too high for planetary bodies. The analysis of Fressin et al. (2013) also supports this finding with a more detailed treatment of the unknown planet occurrence rate, finding FPP above 15% for PCs with radii > 4R ⊕ as opposed to FPP ∼ 8% for the smaller Super-Earths.
The converse issue of completeness is also necessary to address when using the Kepler PC catalog for statistical studies. There are a number of reasons why the catalog does not necessarily reflect the intrinsic distribution of planet properties, and these effects must be properly accounted for before one can make any conclusions about the general characteristics of these planets. The most obvious of these is the transit probability: because a planet is more likely to transit its host star when the radius of the star is larger and the planet-star distance is smaller, Kepler will naturally detect more short period planets and planets around smaller stars. This effect must be corrected if the planet property of interest is expected to correlate with either stellar type or planet period.
In addition, Kepler is not able to detect every transiting planet in its field of view, as the stellar noise profile varies strongly from star to star. Given the range of noise levels across the target star sample, this leads to detecting a lower fraction of existing transiting planets . Detection biases cause fractionally fewer small planets to be found, especially at longer periods. Carefully restricting the parent star sample and imposing a period cut, as was done to create the subsample, can mitigate these biases (see §2.2 for details). The black points corresponding to the right y-axis quantify this mitigation, showing the fraction of PCs in that radius bin from the total Q1-12 catalog which made it into our more complete subsample.
at smaller radii and longer periods. Fortunately, limiting the considered target star sample to the least noisy stars, as defined by the Combined Differential Photometric Precision (CDPP) calculated by the Kepler pipeline (Christiansen et al. 2012) , can diminish this effect. Finally, Batalha et al. (2013) showed that the Kepler pipeline outlined above detects fewer low signal-to-noise transit-like signals than expected, pointing to yet another detection bias against small, long-period planets. This pipeline incompleteness has only been recently realized to have a significant effect, and work to characterize it via transit injection is ongoing. First results presented in Christiansen et al. (2013) indicate that the later modules of the pipeline do not systematically perturb the signal strength of individual events in an individual quarter of data, although larger perturbations are measured for lower signal-to-noise events. On the other hand, studies over multiple quarters shows that the transit search module culls the lower signal-to-noise events to a significant degree, due in large part to metrics that have been implemented to discard false alarm detections (private communication, Kepler Completeness Working Group). This aggressive rejection results in significant incompleteness (< 95%) for transits with a phased and folded signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) < 15.
Selecting a Complete Subsample
To select our sample, we begin with the cumulative Kepler Objects of Interest (KOI) table available at the NASA Exoplanet Archive (Akeson et al. 2013) , which at the time of access (December 2, 2013) consisted of the Q1-12 catalog (Rowe et al. 2014, in preparation) , a heterogenous list of KOIs identified in the first 12 quarters or less of Kepler data. The heterogeneity arises from the fact that, in general, the higher signal-to-noise (S/N) events are identified with fewer data and a less mature vetting process (overviewed in §2). Furthermore, the reported planet parameters in the cumulative catalog are derived from different total amounts of data.
Even though this list does not yet represent the uniform sample that is ideal for statistical studies, it is the best-knowledge catalog to date. Uniformity in planet parameters, if not in the planet candidate (PC) disposition itself, can be improved by matching the KOIs to the latest Threshold Crossing Events (TCEs) (Tenenbaum et al. 2014 ; see §2 for a discussion of the differences between these lists; vetting for the Q1-16 planet candidate catalog had not yet started at the time of this analysis). Matching Q1-12 PCs to Q1-16 TCEs also ensures that the planet parameters used in our analysis are those derived with the best-knowledge stellar parameters: the Q1-16 stellar properties are described in Huber et al. (2014) , hereafter referred to as Hub14.
Starting with the 3601 KOIs listed as PCs in the Q1-12 catalog, we retain 3322 PCs whose stars have a Q1-16 TCE within 1% of the PC period P and an epoch modulo P within 0.05 * P days of the PC epoch. Half of the discarded PCs do not have any Q1-16 TCEs identified for that target star. This could be due to the pipeline's mistaken removal of short-period, high-S/N transits via the narrow-band oscillation filter described in Tenenbaum et al. (2014) , or to strong transit timing variations (TTVs), or to PCs that are actually false alarm detections. The other half of the discarded PCs with non-matching periods and epochs can also be explained by TTVs or false alarms, or by the more common circumstance where the pipeline identifies a harmonic or subharmonic of the true transit signal (Tenenbaum et al. 2014) .
In this work we characterize the compositions of subNeptune planets, so we limit ourselves to the 2572 PCs with 1 R ⊕ < R pl < 4 R ⊕ . Because we are using the Q1-16 TCE parameters, these radii are derived from the Q1-16 data using the Q1-16 stellar parameters of Hub14. The remainder of our sample cuts arise from concerns about the completeness of this sub-Neptune sample. Because our analysis method (overviewed in §3, detailed in §3.4) automatically folds the shape of the PC radius distribution into our result on the composition distribution of sub-Neptunes, we must take precautions to ensure that this PC radius distribution is as close to the true planet radius distribution as possible. Figure 1 shows the radius distribution of our final sample compared with the total distribution of Q1-12 PCs. Per the discussion in §2.1, we expect that the full sample is less complete at smaller radii; the black points, which denote the effective completeness correction made by choosing a complete subsample, illustrate that this is indeed the case. Thus, the cuts described below are effective in minimizing the detection biases present in the larger catalog.
Using the standard S/N calculation for a transiting planet (see, for example, Wolfgang & Laughlin 2012) and Kepler 's detection criteria of 7.1σ, we find that a R ⋆ < 1.2 R ⊙ star with noise < 100 ppm on transit duration timescales that had been observed continuously for three years should be complete for planets with P < 25 days and R pl > 1.2 R ⊕ . This radius cut encompasses the vast majority of planets which are conservatively expected to still have a gaseous envelope, and so preserves completeness of the planets which contribute to our composition distribution. We therefore restrict our sample to main-sequence host stars (log(g) > 4.0) with R ⋆ < 1.2 R ⊙ and a CDPP value that when scaled to the duration of the planet's transit is less than 100 ppm. We further require that the host star have been observed for all 12 quarters. With the final cut on period, we retain a sample size of 215 sub-Neptune sized planets within ∼ 0.15 AU of their host stars.
Although this careful selection of the host star sample accounts for detection bias, pipeline incompleteness is still a concern. To assess how much of an effect this could have on our results, we scale the Q1-16 transit model SNRs of our Q1-12 sample to the time baseline over which they were detected, and display the results in Figure 2 . We note that only 15% of our sample has SNR < 15, where pipeline incompleteness becomes significant; of these, 95% have R pl < 1.6 R ⊕ , which we show in §5.3 are most probably rocky given our "best-fit" composition . Distribution of the Q1-16 signal-to-noise ratios of the majority of our sample, scaled to the Q1-12 detection baseline (14 PCs have scaled SNR > 100 and are not displayed). 32 PCs have SNR < 15, where pipeline incompleteness becomes significant; of these, two have R pl > 1.6 R ⊕ . Because only ∼ 1% of our sample suffers from pipeline incompleteness while having nonzero gaseous envelope mass fractions, our composition distribution ( §4.1) is not affected by this otherwise problematic sample bias.
distribution. Therefore, pipeline incompleteness does not affect the distribution of gaseous mass fractions that we infer from Kepler 's irradiated sub-Neptune population ( §4.1).
METHODS: CHARACTERIZING PLANET COMPOSITIONS VIA STATISTICAL MODELING
The goal of this work is to understand the range of gaseous envelope mass fractions that Kepler 's superEarths and sub-Neptunes can possess. In this section, we motivate why hierarchical Bayesian modeling (HBM) is such a natural approach to this problem, discuss some of its advantages over other methods, and detail the specific model that we use to infer the sub-Neptune composition distribution. Due to the limited use of HBM in the exoplanet literature we spend significant time explaining the reasons, context, and application of this choice, but for the hurried reader we provide the following summary:
• Hierarchical Bayesian modeling is the natural choice for constraining the population distributions of exoplanet properties (such as compositions or radii), when those properties are either unobserved (compositions) or possess significant errors (radii).
• HBM is also the natural choice when the priors on individual exoplanet properties are expected to have an intrinsic scatter instead of one true value, where the scatter is due to some physical variation among the population and is of scientific interest.
• HBM provides posteriors on both the population parameters (e.g., the mean of the composition distribution) and on the individual parameters (e.g. an individual planet's composition), thereby enabling simultaneous inference on individual planets and the population as a whole.
• By relating individuals to each other through this hierarchical framework, HBM provides posterior estimates of individual exoplanet properties which have smaller variance than if multiple individual Bayesian analyses were performed independently. This is called "shrinkage" and is illustrated in §4.3.
• HBM is a straightforward extension of regular Bayesian modeling, requiring only the definition of conditional probability and a slight shift in interpretation, and so uses the same basic computational algorithms such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo.
• As with all Bayesian analysis, HBM enables prediction of future observations by marginalizing the likelihood over the posterior distributions. We present the subNeptune posterior predictive composition distribution in Figure 5 .
The discussion below details the application of hierarchical, or multi-level, modeling to exoplanet compositions; for a more general discussion of the past use and future promise of multi-level modeling in astronomy, we refer the reader to Loredo (2007 Loredo ( , 2012 .
Choosing an Appropriate Statistical Framework
To understand why we have chosen HBM to solve this problem, we must first understand how these planets' compositions relate to the quantities that Kepler measures. Most simply, a sub-Neptune's gaseous mass fraction sets its radius, as Lop14 showed that these planets' compositions dominate over other factors in determining their size; the radius, in turn, is primarily derived from the depth of the transit signal, which is the quantity that Kepler directly observes. In practice, however, several other quantities become important to include in order to accurately infer planetary compositions from their transit parameters; the relationships between them for a single planet candidate are shown in Figure 3 .
The hierarchical structure of this problem is immediately apparent. Having such a multi-tiered relationship between relevant quantities does not necessarily require a hierarchical Bayesian framework, however. Simple inversion of the problem and standard error analysis is sufficient if the relationships are deterministic (that is, they can be summarized as a function that maps one set of input values onto one output value) and if the values of the quantities themselves are well known with errors that are either small or well-behaved (i.e. symmetric and uncorrelated).
For the problem outlined in Figure 3 , the relationships could indeed be deterministic (but see the discussion about likelihoods below and the full problem outlined in Figure 4 and Equations (8) - (9)). On the other hand, the values of many of the quantities in Figure 3 are neither well known nor are their uncertainties well-behaved. For example, the Kepler pipeline described in §2 produces biased and poorly constrained estimates for impact parameter b (Rowe, private communication) . Even more problematic is the dependence of these quantities on stellar parameters: Hub14 illustrates that the current state of the observations of Kepler 's target stars leads to large, asymmetric uncertainties on R ⋆ and M ⋆ , and can even make them multimodal (see Figure 8 of that paper). As a result, the envelope fractions f env cannot be straightforwardly calculated from the observed transit depths δ under the assumption of small errors, and a more sophisticated analysis is warranted. Figure 3 . The relationships between the quantities that Kepler observes (gray ellipses) and the quantity of interest in this work (highlighted in yellow). This diagram represents the flow of information for a single planet candidate. First-order relationships, i.e. those that dominate the value of the resulting quantity, are denoted as solid lines whereas second-order relationships are represented by dashed lines. Note that the mapping from the second line to the planet radius is given by the models of Lop14. These quantities are defined as follows: To incorporate our observational uncertainty, we must relax the requirement of deterministic relationships and allow probabilistic, or stochastic, relationships within the structure of Figure 3 . This is accomplished by computing the likelihood function, which describes how probable the data are under their measurement uncertainty, given different values for the model parameters. Choosing the appropriate likelihood function requires knowledge about how the measurement errors behave; often it is assumed that they follow a Gaussian distribution, meaning that the measured values are normally distributed around the true value. Answering the question of interest, i.e. "what is the gaseous envelope mass fraction of planet X", then involves inference, where one identifies the parameter values which "best fit" the data.
"Best fit" parameter values can be found by maximizing the likelihood function directly, which gives an estimate of the "true" value exhibited by nature. Alternatively, by shifting one's interpretation of the likelihood to allow for uncertainty in the true parameter values, one can combine the likelihood with some prior information to create a posterior distribution of likely parameter values. In practice, the former method of maximum likelihood (ML) often manifests as calculating χ 2 , which requires the aforementioned assumption of normally distributed errors (note, however, that ML can be performed for any arbitrary likelihood function, by solving for the parameter values at which such a likelihood is maximized). In contrast, the latter method of Bayesian inference usually involves Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations, wherein a sequence of posterior probabilities is numerically computed in a way that optimally explores the range of parameter values allowed by the data.
While the choice between using ML and Bayesian inference is often a matter of philosophical preference (see Loredo 2012 for an in-depth discussion on the philosophical differences between frequentist and Bayesian approaches), ML has the strongest computational advantage over Bayesian methods when one has no prior information and when the likelihoods are easy to write down, analytically tractable, and do not involve too many parameters. In that case, the matrix inversion required to find the best-fit values can be performed quickly and efficiently, and the confidence intervals in those best-fit values can be analytically computed.
Unfortunately, such an analytic treatment is not possible for the problem we endeavor to solve in Figure 3 , given the necessarily numerical calculation of the stellar parameters and their errors, which are non-Gaussian. In such a situation, ML would involve computing likelihoods on a grid of parameter values, and error bars would be interpreted as the range of parameter values which enclose the maximum likelihood estimate for 68% of the datasets. Not only is the latter task difficult to do with a single dataset, but this approach is much less computationally efficient than a Bayesian treatment involving MCMC, as the Markov Chain spends less time exploring parameter space that has low probability of matching the data. This computational consideration, in combination with the realization that a Bayesian approach is better suited to our problem, where we only have a single list of planet detections from Kepler and significant uncertainty about the true physical parameters of the planet population, guides our choice of a Bayesian framework for this study. In doing so, we also enable the incorporation of prior information, which can naturally be extended into the hierarchical structure appropriate for this problem, as explained in §3.3.
Applying Bayes' Theorem
The basic Bayesian framework is readily summarized with the following interpretation of Bayes' Theorem:
where θ is the set of parameters that define the model (i.e. the quantities circumscribed by ellipses in Figure 3) , X is the set of data values (i.e. the quantities circumscribed by rectangles in Figure 3 ), and p(x|y) denotes the probability distribution function of quantity x at a given value of quantity y (in other words, the probability of x conditional on y). Inference occurs via the posterior distribution p(θ|X), which yields the probability of various parameter values given the data; the "best fit" values can be the mode, median, or some other central statistic of this distribution. Computing the posterior requires specifying the likelihood p(X|θ) as described above and the prior distribution p(θ), which reflects previous information about how intrinsically likely different parameter values are; the normalizing constant p(X) can be ignored when one uses MCMC to compute the posterior numerically, as the core of the MCMC algorithm involves computing posterior probability ratios within which this constant cancels. To apply this framework to our problem, we note that transit depth δ is our primary observable quantity, so we set X = {δ}. θ therefore denotes the rest of the unobserved quantities in Figure 3 . A full Bayesian treatment would require specifying the joint prior probability func-
but in practice the varying levels of importance in the relationships between the different quantities, as denoted by the dashed vs. solid lines in Figure 3 , allow us to simplify the problem. Accordingly, we hold constant the values of parameters that are related to a second-order quantity, thereby setting P to the observed value and T ef f and M ⋆ to the best-fit values determined by Hub14. We also set to fiducial values second-order parameters such as b(= 0) and t pl (= 5Gyr) that are not well constrained by the data.
With these modifications, our prior probability has simplified to p(R pl , R ⋆ , M pl , f env , F ), but still has a nontrivial functional form given the hierarchical dependence between the parameters. Fortunately, we can put this intrinsic structure to use: rather than specify one distribution containing all of these parameters, we instead use the definition of conditional probability to derive a joint prior probability distribution in terms of conditional distributions. This definition states that
where p(x, y) is the joint probability distribution of x and y (i.e. it states the probability of both of those x and y values occurring), p(x|y) is the conditional probability distribution of x given y (i.e. at a set value of y, it states the probability of an x value), and p(y) = p(x, y)dx is the marginal probability distribution of y (i.e. it states the probability of the y value occurring under all conditions). Therefore, we can split our joint prior probability distribution into a series of conditional and marginal distributions as appropriate given the structure of our problem:
Note that in simplifying the right-hand side we have assumed that M pl , f env , and F are independent of each other, that R ⋆ is independent of M pl , f env , and F , and that the true, intrinsic radius of the planet R pl is independent of R ⋆ ; this is also reflected in the structure of Figure 3 . The usefulness of this framework is that such dependencies can be effortlessly included in subsequent analysis should there be good reason to expect that they exist or are important.
To make any further progress, we must specify what functional forms these prior probabilities should take. p(R ⋆ ) is the distribution of allowed radius values for the host star, and is equivalent to the likelihood numerically calculated by Hub14 after it has been marginalized over all other stellar parameters; inclusion of this distribution among our prior information is how we are able to account for uncertainties in the stellar parameters. p(R pl |M pl , f env , F ) represents the Lop14 sub-Neptune internal structure models. Because these models map a planet's mass, envelope fraction, and incident flux to a single radius value, this probability distribution is actually a delta function; this is how we allow for deterministic relationships in our probabilistic model. Due to the simplifying choices we made above, we have also forced p(F ) to be a delta function. Implicit marginalization over these last two parameters with delta function probability distributions then allows us to write: (4) where R pl will show up in the likelihood as a deterministic function of M pl , f env , and F .
This leaves specifying p(M pl ) and p(f env ). First we address planet mass: while the result of Lop14 -that subNeptune radii are relatively insensitive to their masses compared to the effect of the gaseous envelope mass fractions -is what inspired this work, considering the planets' mass is still important for the smallest envelope fractions and thus for the posited transition between gaseous and rocky planets. It is therefore necessary to retain consideration of the planet masses for this study. Unfortunately, we do not have mass measurements for every individual planet in our complete subsample of Kepler 's small planet candidates, and so we cannot specify a perplanet probability distribution for M pl as we did for R ⋆ . However, we do have an idea of the mass distribution of the low-mass planet population from radial velocity surveys. Therefore, we can base our individual planet mass prior on the population distribution of masses; if we follow the RV surveys and choose a power law that is parameterized with the index α, then:
Parameterizing the prior of an individual quantity based on the distribution within the population is exactly what makes this particular Bayesian formalism hierarchical, and is why we have turned to HBM to solve this problem.
3.3. Hierarchical Bayesian Modeling Mathematically, the general framework of HBM is a deceptively simple adjustment to Equation 1:
where the difference between the set of individual parameters θ and the set of population parameters β, referred to as "hyperparameters", has been made explicit. Nevertheless, this rewrite, which is based only on the definition of conditional probability, makes a substantial difference in the interpretation of the problem, as one can now group individuals into populations, which both facilitates the characterization of the individual and allows the individual data to inform the population hyperparameters. HBM thereby allows simultaneous inferences on both the parameters of the individual and of the population. That said, HBM is not always necessary to answer the question that has been posed. In particular, the hyperparameters may not always be of interest, in which case they can be treated as "nuisance parameters" and marginalized over, as Equation 5 implies. Therefore, many hierarchical structures such as that in Figure 3 do not necessarily need an HBM treatment. The aspect of our problem which does require HBM is the specific question we have asked regarding compositions: because we want to infer the population distribution of compositions, we are interested in the analogous hyperparameters for f env , and need the posterior to contain their distribution. Only HBM can provide such a posterior that incorporates both the parameters of the individual planets and the population hyperparameters.
Applying this general framework specifically to f env means that we replace p(f env ) with p(f env |µ, σ)p(µ, σ), where µ and σ are the hyperparameters characterizing the composition distribution. The combination of computational convenience, the need for a distribution that can span several orders of magnitude, and the intuition that there should be fewer sub-Neptune planets with high envelope fractions leads us to choose a lognormal distribution for f env , so that µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the population of log(f env ) values.
This distribution does not factor in the expectation that significantly irradiated planets should have lost their envelopes, which we expect given the well-constrained rocky compositions of Corot-7b (Jackson et al. 2010; Valencia et al. 2010) , Kepler-10b (Batalha et al. 2011; Kurokawa & Kaltenegger 2013) , and Kepler-78b (Pepe et al. 2013; Howard et al. 2013) . Ignoring the physics of evaporation could therefore lead to an unrealistic composition distribution for these closein planets. That said, the photoevaporation of subNeptunes is an active area of theoretical research (e.g. Owen & Jackson 2012; Lopez et al. 2012; Lammer et al. 2013) , and so we err on the side of a simple yet theoretically motivated prescription to arrive at a realistic result. In particular, we implement the mass loss threshold of Lopez & Fortney (2013) , which is a scaling law for the incident flux a planet would need to have received from its host star to have lost half of its initial H+He envelope after several Gyr (F thresh ); it is based on the assumption of energy-limited hydrodynamic escape and depends primarily on the mass of the planet's core, to a power that varies slightly depending on the planet's composition. We model this irradiated sub-Neptune population by assigning a rocky composition (f env = 0) to a planet if
where F is the incident flux on the planet from its host star. Otherwise, the planet has a non-zero f env which contributes to the composition distribution. Given the theoretical uncertainties in this treatment of photoevaporation, we also allow γ to vary, thereby adding a fourth hyperparameter to our model.
Our Hierarchical Model
When written in the context of Bayes' Theorem, our full statistical model is the following:
where
and β = {α, µ, σ, γ} are defined in the caption of Figure  4 and in the above text, and we are now considering all of the planet candidates, with sample size N=215. Note that the normalizing constant p(X) has not been written down, necessitating the expression of proportionality, and that we have assumed that all of the hyperparameters are independent of each other. To illuminate how this follows Bayes' Theorem, we point out that the first line of this equation is the posterior, the second line is the likelihood, the third line contains the prior distributions for the individual parameters, and the fourth line contains the priors on the hyperparameters. Needless to say, this equation is unwieldy, as is the case with most hierarchical models. Graphical representations are therefore more often used to succinctly communicate the problem; the graphical model corresponding to Equation 8 is shown in Figure 4 . However, neither equation nor figure contain the details of the various probability distributions, and so we introduce another, more informative way of writing down our hierarchical model. In what follows, the quantities on the left-hand side are sampled from the distributions on the right-hand side; in other words, "q ∼" is shorthand for "p(q) =" where p(q) is the probability distribution of the quantity q. The parameters which directly specify each probability distribution are located after the "|": Figure 4 . The graphical representation of our final hierarchical model (see Equation 9 for details). The hyperparameters, i.e. those which define population-wide distributions, are located outside the rectangle (called a "plate"), which represents the structure of individual parameters and data that is repeated for all of the planets in our sample (i = 1, ..., N =215). The yellow parameters are of interest in this work; they are constrained by the observed data (gray) through MCMC simulations (Section §3.5).
Data (X):
δ i = modeled transit depth shows the details of our hierarchical Bayesian model, with the likelihood of the transit depth given the radius ratio and the transit depth measurement error in the first line; the interior structure models of Lop14 which map various planet properties to radius in the second line; an analytic fit to the marginal Hub14 likelihood of each host star's radius in the third line; the priors on the individual planet property parameters in lines 4 -5; and the priors on the hyperparameters in lines 6 -9.
We have followed common practice and assumed a normal distribution for our likelihood, which is the equivalent assumption that one makes when using χ 2 . Specifically this means that we have assumed that the measured transit depth δ i is normally distributed around the "true" transit depth equal to the planet-star radius ratio squared, with standard deviation set by the error on the transit depth. The internal structure models are the power-law approximations given in Lop14; we did not use the full grid of models as the computational cost of inter-polating a multi-dimensional grid was prohibitive within JAGS. Although this imposes a factor of ∼ 2 theoretical uncertainty in our inferred f env values, the width of the f env posteriors is still dominated by the substantial radius uncertainties, and we proceed with the more computationally efficient choice. Due to similar concerns, we approximated the Hub14 stellar radius likelihoods that had been marginalized over all other stellar parameters as a gamma distribution by fitting its parameters a and b to each individual star.
As discussed above, we have assumed a lognormal distribution for the planets' gaseous envelope mass fractions, where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the population of log(f env ) values. For the planet core masses we also follow convention and use a powerlaw distribution, which is known as a Pareto distribution in statistics; it is parameterized by the power-law index α and a lower limit which we have set to 0.5 M ⊕ . We have truncated this power law so that all M core,i < 20 M ⊕ ; this is motivated by both the work of Marcy et al. (2014) , who find that planets in this size range have total masses between the mass detection threshold and 15-20 M ⊕ (see Figure 49 of that paper), and the measurement of the most massive dense super-Earth found to date, Kepler-10c, at M pl ≈ 17 ± 2 M ⊕ (Dumusque et al. 2014) .
As for the priors on the hyperparameters, we use a uniform distribution for the "location" parameter µ and a log-uniform distribution for the "scale" parameter σ 2 . These distributions are equivalent to Jeffreys prior for these parameters and thus represent non-informative prior information (note that the uniform distribution is not always non-informative, especially for scale parameters or under parameter transformations). For the core mass power law index α, which must be > −1 for the power law to be proper 2 , we use previous results from radial velocity surveys (i.e. Howard et al. 2010 ) and the intuition that smaller core masses must be more common to limit 0 < −(α + 1) < 1 with diffuse but higher probability density around 0.5 (an index transformation is needed due to the way statisticians define the Pareto distribution). This is naturally accomplished with the Beta distribution 3 whose parameters have both been set to 2. Finally, we allow for theoretical uncertainties in the evaporation threshold power law index by allowing γ to vary under a uniform prior distribution.
JAGS: MCMC with Hierarchical Models
Having fully specified this hierarchical model and motivated our choices for specific distributions, we can now run Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations to give us posteriors on all of our parameters of interest. Rather than write our own MCMC sampler, we use JAGS (Just Another Gibbs Sampler 4 ; Plummer 2003), which was written specifically to analyze hierarchical Bayesian models via MCMC. Its platform independence and compatibility with the R computing language builds upon the BUGS project (Lunn et al. 2000) , which was historically developed for analyzing hierarchical models on Windows platforms.
As its name suggests, JAGS uses Gibbs sampling to proceed from step to step in the Markov chain, which requires the ability to write down the full conditional probability distribution of each parameter. In practice, JAGS assigns different distributional families of Gibbs samplers to each parameter based on which sampling method is most efficient for the families of distributions involved in that region of the hierarchical model. Many full conditionals are algebraically complicated and become expensive to evaluate, in which case JAGS implements Adaptive Rejection Metropolis Sampling. The accepted parameter values are then stored and interpreted as samples from the target posterior distribution.
To produce the results shown in §4, we run our model with 10 chains, each for 500,000 iterations. The first half of each chain is discarded as "burn-in", and the resulting half is thinned by a factor of 250, such that we retain 10,000 posteriors samples of each parameter. JAGS computes the Gelman-Rubin convergence diagnostic (Gelman & Rubin 1992 ) at run-time; the convergence of our MCMC simulations is analyzed in §4.3.
RESULTS
Here we present the results of the hierarchical MCMC simulations for the parameters of interest in this work (highlighted yellow in Figure 4 ). Figure 5 shows the results for the top-most level of our model (see §3.4): the population-wide composition parameters. More specifically, the left panel displays the marginal posterior distribution for µ and σ; these hyperparameters determine the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the population distribution of log(f env ) values. As f env denotes the fraction of a planet's mass that exists in a hydrogen and helium envelope around an Earth-like rocky core, these parameters set the composition distribution of Kepler 's sub-Neptune planet candidates under our assumed internal structure. The "bestfit" µ and σ values, i.e. the mode of this posterior, are denoted by the large triangle and correspond to -2.2 dex (≈ 0.7%) and 0.6 dex, respectively; they were found by performing two-dimensional kernel density estimation on a 50x50 grid and identifying the grid point with the highest density of posterior samples. This 2D KDE also gives us the drawn contours enclosing 68% and 95% of the posterior density. As the points in Figure 5 range over the allowed values of every parameter, utilizing all of the posterior samples in the above calculation effectively marginalizes over all of the other parameters in Figure 4 .
Population Composition Distribution
To elucidate what the hyperparameter posterior implies for the sub-Neptune composition distribution, we must map the allowed (µ, σ) values onto f env space. This is shown in the right panel of Figure 5 , where we plot the posterior predictive distribution of log(f env ) in solid blue. This distribution is computed by drawing (with replacement) 10,000 sets of (µ,σ) values from the posterior in the left panel of Figure 5 , which defines 10,000 f env distributions. From each of these we randomly draw one log(f env ) value; combining all of these values into one histogram effectively marginalizes over the uncertainty in The peak of this fenv distribution corresponds to the "best-fit" value of µ, which shows that planets with 1 R ⊕ < R pl < 4 R ⊕ and an incident stellar flux low enough to retain a gaseous envelope are most likely to be composed of ∼ 1% H+He by mass.
µ and σ and produces the log(f env ) posterior predictive distribution. To compute the 68% coverage band in light blue 5 , we draw several thousand log(f env ) values from each set of (µ,σ), which results in 10,000 log(f env ) histograms. On a bin-by-bin basis, we then find the range of counts which enclose 68% of the histograms. Note that this distribution does not include rocky planets; see Figures 6, 9, and 10 for discussion about the gas-rock transition. Additionally, f env ∼ 0.1% corresponds to a gaseous envelope that extends ∼ 0.1 R ⊕ above the rocky core, which is below the radius precision for these planets; the constraints on the distribution for the smallest f env arise from the lognormal assumption.
The posterior predictive distribution (right panel of Figure 5 ) illustrates that the most likely composition for these sub-Neptune planet candidates is ∼ 1% H+He by mass. This distribution represents the probability that, given the currently observed planet sample, the next observed planet in our considered size range (1-4 R ⊕ ) will have a certain envelope fraction. It therefore marginalizes over planetary radius, meaning that the shape of the observed radius distribution for this complete subsample of planet candidates is encoded in the shape of the envelope fraction distribution. It is important to note that this distribution does not predict a planet's envelope fraction based on its measured radius; rather, it gives the distribution of envelope fractions over the entire population of sub-Neptunes. To see how well radius maps to 5 The coverage band is analogous to a confidence band in frequentist statistics, albeit with the requisite difference in interpretation, as it represents parameter uncertainty rather than variation between data sets. 
Individual Planet Compositions
While Figure 5 gives the marginalized population distribution of compositions and so does not facilitate inferences that use knowledge of an individual's radius, our hierarchical model enabled us to compute individual composition posteriors for the 215 planet candidates in our complete Kepler subsample. These posteriors are summarized in Table 1 . Matching an arbitrary Kepler planet's radius and radius uncertainty 6 to those given in Table 1 will give, to first order, the range of allowed compositions for that planet. Note that the radii given here are not exactly the same as the radii reported at the NExSci Exoplanet Archive, as the latter values do not use the full Hub14 stellar radius likelihood like we do here (also, see discussion about shrinkage in §4.3). Additionally, there will be some variation in composition for individual planets that are at different periods or that are hosted by stars of different spectral types, as these parameters do affect composition but to a lesser degree than radius. We include periods and stellar radii in Table  1 for these more detailed comparisons. Figure 6 displays the information in Table 1 , showing the individual planet compositions as a function of radius. Points denote the mode of the f env and R pl posteriors, while the lines denote the central 68% coverage interval (C.I.). If more than half of an individual's f env posterior samples are zero, indicating that the stellar flux incident on the planet breached the mass loss thresh-6 Uncertainties are expressed in terms of the coverage interval which encloses the central 68% of the posteriors (68% C.I.). There is a locus of allowed compositions and radii, such that planets with R pl < 2 R ⊕ have fenv < 1%, planets with 2 < R pl < 3 R ⊕ have fenv ∼ 1%, and planets with R pl > 3 R ⊕ have fenv ∼ a few %.
old more than half of the time, we label that planet as "rocky" and give it a triangular symbol. For some of these planets, the 68% C.I. includes non-rocky compositions; these planets have f env errors bars which extend into the gaseous region of parameter space. Color corresponds to the flux incident on the planet, given the period and the stellar parameters reported in Hub14; red points denote planets with F ≥ 400 F ⊕ .
Posterior Checks and Convergence
An important part of Bayesian analysis is testing for the convergence of the MCMC simulations, which we check for in a number of ways. To begin, we compare the prior distributions for individual planet parameters to their posteriors for a quick yet illustrative reality check that our hierarchical MCMC simulations are producing reasonable results. If we have strong prior information about the parameters, then the hyperparameter posteriors and the structure of the statistical model should preserve this information via posteriors that are similar in shape and location to the priors. Figure 7 shows this check for the planet radii, which we treat as a parameter in our model and have strong prior information for (see Figure 4 and Equation 9). On the x-axis we plot the "prior" radius distribution for each planet in our sample 7 , which we compute by scaling the Hub 14 stellar radius likelihoods by the observed transit depth, and on the y-axis we plot the posterior radius distribution that result from our MCMC simulations. The modes of the distributions are denoted as points, with the 68% coverage interval spanned by the lines. The color of the points denote the value of the Gelman-Rubin convergence diagnostic (Gelman & Rubin 1992) for each planet's f env posterior, which we discuss in greater detail below. The diagonal green line is the 45
• line, which we expect all of our individual radius distributions to span if our model is behaving as required. We immediately see that this is the case, indicating that our model is incorporating our prior radius information appropriately and that our posteriors are accurate given our data and its Figure 7 . Comparison of the "prior" planet radius distributions to the posterior distributions, with convergence diagnostics for the corresponding fenv posterior. The 45 • line where posterior estimates equal prior estimates is green. Each planet has a 68% coverage interval that spans the one-to-one line, indicating that our model is behaving appropriately.
assumed hierarchical structure.
We also see a few salient features of our model manifest in this figure. First, there is a zone of avoidance between 1.7 and 2.0 R ⊕ where the posterior radius distributions have been pushed to either side of the corresponding prior distributions (but not unreasonably so, given that each planet has a 68% coverage interval spans the one-to-one line). This is due to our incorporation of photoevaporation, as with periods < 25 days it is difficult to retain the tenuous gaseous envelope needed to produce these planetary radii. Note that the planet radius priors are wide enough that this model feature does not pose significant problems for inferring a H+He envelope composition for each planet; however, if the planet parameters were more tightly constrained, as is the case for those orbiting brighter host stars with spectroscopic follow-up, a radius falling solidly within this narrow range would be better explained with a water-dominated composition, as we discuss in §1.1.
Second, a general feature of hierarchical Bayesian models is evident in Figure 7 : the posteriors on these individual parameters are much narrower than the priors. While this is expected for all Bayesian analyses given the role of data in constraining posterior estimates from prior information, the hierarchical structure of our problem contributes to this effect: by relating individuals to each other, HBM provides posterior estimates of individual exoplanet properties which have smaller variance than if multiple individual Bayesian analyses were performed independently. This is called shrinkage, as this effect is achieved by "shrinking" the posterior estimates toward the population mean (see Loredo 2007 for a more detailed discussion). Indeed, Figure 7 shows that the points above 2.5 R ⊕ fall slightly below the one-to-one line, and the points below 2 R ⊕ fall slightly above it, as the mean envelope fraction of about 1% roughly corresponds to a radius of ∼ 2.2 R ⊕ .
We continue the discussion of convergence with Gelman-Rubin convergence statistic (R) for the individual f env posteriors. This diagnostic calculates the ratio of the total variance across all chains in the MCMC simulation to the variance within individual chains;R within a percent or so of 1 indicates convergence, where each individual chain probes about the same volume of parameter space as all of the chains taken together. Most of the individual f env posteriors haveR ≤ 1.01, but there are some planets whoseR values indicate that the MCMC should be run longer. One immediately notices that these planets have small radii; in fact, every planet withR > 1.01 has a f env posterior that spans 0. Given the discrete nature of the switch between rocky and gaseous compositions, the fact that mixing between f env chains is worse for the planets which cross this transition is not a surprise; additionally, we expectR to be biased high simply as a numerical artifact of representing rocky compositions with f env = 0, as this imposes a gap between rocky and non-rocky f env chains. Noting that the planets with rocky compositions do not contribute to constraints on the composition distribution hyperparameters, we conclude that theseR values are not a cause for concern.
Similarly, we must assess the convergence of the composition hyperparameters in our simulation. TheR values for µ and σ are 1.08 and 1.03, respectively. However, as we see above,R does not always convey the full picture of convergence, so we turn to other common diagnostics such as trace plots and autocorrelation functions (Figure 8 , top and bottom rows respectively) to more fully investigate the issue. In the trace plots, the values of a parameter's chain is plotted as a function of location along the chain, with different colors indicating different chains. We see that there is good mixing between the chains for both parameters, indicating that we have arrived at the stationary distribution for the joint posterior displayed in Figure 5 .
The average chain autocorrelation functions further support the convergence of our simulations, as they quickly reach a low level of autocorrelation. The slightly higher autocorrelation present in µ explains the slightly higherR calculated for that parameter, but the difference is not strong enough to be visible in the trace plots. Given that the mode of the µ posterior distribution has been well established through the mixing of the existing chains, our conclusion that the most likely sub-Neptune composition is ∼ 1% H+He by mass would not change by running the simulation longer. With such diminishing returns regarding convergence, we take our (µ,σ) posterior as the stationary distribution and continue with a discussion of these results.
DISCUSSION
The results in §4 have numerous implications for characterizing the sizable sub-Neptune population discovered by Kepler. We discuss several in detail below, but first we address some of the more constraining choices that we have made in our statistical model (see §3.2 -3.4 for further description and motivation for all of the assumptions we make).
Motivation for Salient Model Assumptions
Arguably the most obvious assumption we've made is that the composition distribution can be reasonably de- scribed with a lognormal distribution. There is currently very little theoretical guidance regarding the expected shape of this distribution; in the absence of such predictions, we turn to our driving science questions (see §1) to inform this choice. Because we are interested in characterizing the "typical" sub-Neptune envelope fraction as well as the range present in the population, the most natural choice is a distribution that straightforwardly parameterizes the mean and variance of a population: a normal distribution. In addition, we expected a large dynamic range of gaseous envelope fractions, which the lognormal in particular is able to accommodate. We acknowledge that different choices for this composition distribution can affect the result we present here, as the particular parametric form drives the quantitative details of the shrinkage we observe in §4.3. Alternatively, one could completely sidestep this concern by adopting a nonparametric approach; however, doing so involves solving for a much larger number of free parameters, which simultaneously reduces the predictive power and expands the computational expense of such a study. Our choice therefore best balances the demands of our scientific goals, our computational considerations, and the desire to limit the number of free parameters in an already fairly complex statistical model. We also make several assumptions that are not explicit in our statistical model. First, we assume that all of the planet candidates in our sample are true planets. If we were concerned with an absolute occurrence rate of planet compositions, we would need to correctly account for the presence of false positives; however, in this work we are interested in the shape and location of the composition distribution and can safely ignore the normalization constant needed for occurrence rate studies. For our purposes it is therefore sufficient to note that the probability of a given planet candidate being a false positive is roughly constant over our radius range (∼ 5 − 10%; see §2.1), and so the presence of false positives are not expected to affect our results.
Second, we do not correct for transit probability, which is acceptable if planet composition is uncorrelated with period. There are a number of reasons to expect that this correlation could exist due to the conditions under which these planets form and evolve; even our own incorporation of photoevaporation predicts a slight dependence between incident flux and composition (see Figure  10 ). This is a very interesting area for future work but is outside the scope of this study as it requires modeling the underlying period distribution of these planets, which would have added an additional layer of complexity to Figure 4 . In this work, our prescription for photoevaporation does introduce some period-flux dependence, but fortuitously our results remain insensitive to the transit probability correction due to the lack of corre- Median % Mass in H+He Rocky Figure 9 . The radius distribution of our complete subsample, color coded according to the median composition in each bin. The squares denote the full range of compositions within the bin: the lowest fenv in each bin corresponds to the left colored box, and the highest fenv the right. On average, interpreting radius as a proxy for composition is reasonable, although the large radius errors do allow some dispersion.
lation between γ, which controls the rock-gas flux transition (Equation 7), and the composition hyperparameters. Note that we incorporate γ, which varies between 2.2 and 3.0 in our posterior samples, as a free parameter to account for theoretical uncertainty in this threshold, so much of the period-composition dependence present for individual planets gets washed out over the marginalized f env posteriors presented in Table 1 . Finally, we revisit the possibility that some of these planets may be water worlds. In §1.1 we motivated from an observational perspective why we assume all of these planets have a composition consisting of a rocky core and a hydrogen/helium envelope: for the first investigation of this population's composition distribution, it is natural to extend a two-component composition to the mid-range planetary sizes between the small, highly irradiated planets known to be rocky and the large low-mass sub-Neptunes must have at least some H+He. Given these limits, it is difficult to motivate a population of sub-Neptunes that must all be characterized as water worlds. However, this does not mean that there cannot be a sub-population of water worlds, especially at periods longer than the planet candidates we consider in this work, and so this proposal is rich in possibilities for future work. Nevertheless, given the degeneracy (discussed in §1.1) between detailed compositions and measured mass and radius, an additional observable that can reliably distinguish between water-poor and water-rich bulk compositions will need to be measured and introduced to a statistical model like this one in order to get a quantitative handle on the extent of this possible sub-population.
Radius as a Proxy for Composition
A locus through (R pl , f env ) space is immediately apparent in Figure 6 , illustrating that "radius as a proxy for composition" is a reasonable interpretation to adopt for planets with R pl > 2 R ⊕ , even with the current large, asymmetric errors on the planet radii. However, more variability is evident for smaller planets, especially in the 1.2 < R pl < 1.8 R ⊕ range, where planets can either have rocky or gaseous compositions (see §5.3 for a more detailed discussion). Given that the realistic radius errors included in this study does widen this locus, the following summary provides a reasonable rule-of-thumb when interpreting the composition of planets based on their radii: planets with R pl < 2 R ⊕ have f env < 1%, planets with 2 < R pl < 3 R ⊕ have f env ∼ 1%, and planets with R pl > 3 R ⊕ have f env ∼ a few %. Figure 9 further illustrates how the strong monotonic relationship between radius and composition can be extended to interpreting compositions from an observed radius histogram. We plot the radius distribution of our complete subsample (also shown in blue in Figure 1 ), but now color-code each bin according to the median com-position of those planets, where a single value for composition, the mode of the f env posterior, has been used for each planet. Taking radius as a proxy for composition would result in a monotonic increase in composition across the bins, which is exactly what we see. The picture complicates a bit when we consider the full range of compositions present in each bin, as illustrated by the colored boxes: the color of the left box corresponds to the lowest f env in that bin, and the color of the right box corresponds to the highest f env . The range within each bin illustrates the dispersion accommodated by the substantial errors on the planet radii. While the dispersion is currently non-negligible, it does not disrupt the average relationship between radius and composition.
5.3. The Rock-Gas Transition Figure 6 also has implications for the expected transition between rocky and gaseous planets, assuming these planets do not have an appreciable mass fraction of water. In particular, we see that planets with 1.2 < R pl < 1.8 R ⊕ can be either rocky or gaseous, with f env posteriors that span both compositions. This is consistent with the finding of Rogers (2014) , which places the transition between rocky and gaseous planets at 1.5 R ⊕ based on ∼ 50 Kepler confirmed planets with radial velocity mass measurements, primarily from Marcy et al. (2014) . It is notable that internal structure models combined with the back-of-the-envelope parametrization of photoevaporation that we employ here (Equation 7) is able to reproduce this result within the context of these hierarchical MCMC simulations, given that we use no mass measurements to provide constraints as does Rogers (2014) .
Our implementation of photoevaporation further predicts that there is some flux dependence to this transition, as seen in the color variation as a function of radius for the planets that could have either composition. Figure 10 more clearly illustrates this dependence: we plot the cumulative fraction of planets that are rocky in four flux bins, each containing 54 planets; the black line is the cumulative fraction for the entire sample. A planet is considered rocky if more than half of its f env posterior occurs at 0, as is the case for the triangles in Figure 6 . We see that the maximum radius for a rocky planet, denoted by the dotted vertical lines, increases slightly with increasing incident flux. Rogers (2014) addressed this possibility by computing the marginal likelihood of the data under different hypothetical gas/rock transitions, including a sharp step function, a gradual linear relationship for the fraction of rocky planets as a function of radius, and a transition that depended on incident flux. With the existing large mass uncertainties, they find that the sharp transition is slightly favored over both other options with a Bayes factor of ∼ 2. We note that this Bayes factor is actually quite small for the purposes of inference, as one's prior belief in the realism of each of these transitions can still be a large factor in inferring which model best reflects what happens in nature. Furthermore, this factor can depend strongly on the choice of hyperprior, particularly when the prior is formally an improper distribution like the uniform distributions that were used. Therefore, we echo the author's caution that this result does not mean the arguably more realistic transitions are ruled out, but rather that the currently large mass uncertainties do not allow one to distinguish between these possibilities.
Given the result of Rogers (2014) , more precise mass measurements are needed before we can conclusively test the prediction that large rocky planets must have high incident stellar fluxes. In particular, radial velocity followup of Kepler planet candidates can most effectively contribute to our understanding of photoevaporation by targeting 1.2 < R pl < 1.8 R ⊕ planets at incident fluxes near this flux threshold. Two such planets are immediately identifiable in Figure 6 , due to their high incident fluxes compared to the other similarly sized planets: KOI 171.01 (Kepler-116 b) and KOI 355.01, at 2.4 and 2.3 R ⊕ , and 470 and 440 F ⊕ , respectively. Because the mass loss flux threshold, and therefore the retention of the planet's envelope, is dependent on the core mass of the planet, we predict these planets must have fairly massive rocky cores, likely > 10 M ⊕ . These planet candidates also happen to have fairly bright host stars, at a Kepler magnitude of 13.7 and 13.2, respectively, and so this prediction could be tested with radial velocity measurements. KOIs 171.01 and 355.01 therefore provide excellent leverage for testing theories of photoevaporation.
Regarding planets with massive cores, it is interesting to note that the most massive dense super-Earth found to date, Kepler-10c (Dumusque et al. 2014) , would not in fact be rocky according to the models we use here. Based on its measured mass and radius (≈ 17 ± 2 M ⊕ and 2.35 R ⊕ ), Kepler-10c should have a gaseous envelope fraction of ∼ 0.5% (Lop14), or a relatively massive water steam envelope. Rather than representing an extreme on the spectrum of possible super-Earth compositions, Kepler-10c instead exemplifies what we predict to be a fairly typical if somewhat massive sub-Neptune in terms of the envelope mass fraction it could possess. Figure 11 illustrates what the sub-Neptune composition distribution that we find implies for the mass-radius Incident Flux (F Earth ) Figure 11 . The masses and radii of a population of 10,000 planets generated from our "best fit" composition distribution (see Figure 5 ). Each point is colored according to its incident flux, at the same scale as Figure 6 . Immediately we see that there is no clear mass-radius relationship for these sub-Neptune planets, although there are disallowed regions due to the maximum density of a rocky planet (at high masses and small radii) and to photoevaporation (at low masses and large radii). There is also a higher number density of planets between 2 and 2.5 R ⊕ ; this is a direct result of our composition distribution peaking around fenv ∼ 1%.
No Population-Wide Mass-Radius Relationship
relationship of these planets. Specifically, we generate a population of 10,000 planets using our "best fit" composition distribution (µ = 0.7%; σ = 0.6 dex) and a core mass distribution ∝ M −1 , then randomly match these planets to the host stars and periods of the planets in our sample to apply the rock-gas transition flux threshold. The color corresponds to the generated planets' incident flux as in Figure 6 , with the gradation at the low-mass end arising from our core mass-dependent prescription for photoevaporation. There is also a higher number density of planets between 2 and 2.5 R ⊕ ; this is a direct result of our composition distribution peaking around f env ∼ 1%.
Immediately we see that there is no clear one-to-one relationship, although there is a disallowed region at high masses and small radii, which is due to the maximum density of a rocky planet, and another at low masses and large radii, which is due to photoevaporation. While one could certainly fit a line to these points in mass and radius space, we argue that the more physically interesting variable at play is the composition. Because having a range of compositions dominates the spread in this plot (that is, the vertical extent of the mass-radius "relationship" is controlled by the distribution of compositions; see Figure 9 for another illustration of this), understanding planetary compositions in a population-wide sense requires robust statistical modeling that incorporates distributions rather than just mean relationships.
The lack of a mass-radius relationship for these subNeptune planets, which compose the majority of the planets that Kepler has detected, also has major implications for dynamical studies which require Kepler radii to be mapped to masses. Namely, such studies must adopt a probabilistic approach to allow for a distribution of masses at a given radius. Without a way to incorporate the dispersion between mass and radius, the authors could be mislead by results that are seemingly more precise than they actually are. Similarly, theoretical studies could mistakenly rule out different parts of parameter space that may actually be allowed given the intrinsic uncertainty in the planet's mass based only on its radius.
Implications for Population Formation Models
Via our physically informed statistical modeling ( §3.4) we have inferred the mean and variance of the presentday compositions of planets with 1 R ⊕ < R pl < 4 R ⊕ , finding an average f env of ∼ 1% and standard deviation of ∼ 0.5 dex, respectively ( §4.1). As this result is derived directly from Kepler data, it offers a strong observational constraint for studies of planet formation which strive to characterize not only the average behavior of a few planets, but the range and distribution of various physically interesting variables across an entire planet population. Key diagnostics such as the range of compositions for these small planets can, for example, inform the degree of gas accretion during the planet formation process, and can therefore provide constraints on the relevant local protoplanetary disk parameters such as temperature and viscosity.
Of course, planetary evolution could also affect these planets' present-day compositions, and so the composition distribution we infer here has also encoded information about any of these processes which may have occurred. These quantitative constraints provide a first step in enabling comparisons between the effect that disk migration vs. multi-body interactions vs. in-situ formation could have on the amount of gas retained by superEarths and sub-Neptunes, the most common kind of planets in our Galaxy. Much work remains to be done to disentangle these effects, and many other observational indicators such as spin-orbit misalignment and period ratios within multi-planet systems are being scrutinized. Nevertheless, with this analysis, planetary compositions can also enter into the conversation in a quantitative way.
6. CONCLUSIONS In this paper we present the first quantitative distribution of sub-Neptune compositions. We find that, if these planets are composed of an Earth-like rocky core with a hydrogen and helium envelope, the "typical" subNeptune has ∼ 1% of its mass in the gaseous envelope, while the population has a spread of ±0.5 dex. We arrive at this result by carefully choosing a subsample of Kepler planet candidates ( §2) that is complete above 1.2 R ⊕ ( §2.2) and adopting a hierarchical Bayesian framework ( §3) with a realistic yet relatively simple statistical model ( §3.4) which incorporates the internal structure models of Lopez & Fortney (2014) and the stellar radius likelihoods derived by Huber et al. (2014) . This approach simultaneously accounts for the lack of mass measurements and substantial radius measurement errors while describing the population-wide behavior with only four free parameters.
Our hierarchical Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations ( §3.5) result in posteriors on both the compositions of individual planets ( §4.2) and on the composition distribution of the population ( §4.1). Therefore, in addition to finding that the mean and standard deviation of the present-day compositions of planets with 1 R ⊕ < R pl < 4 R ⊕ is ∼ 1% and ∼ 0.5 dex, we can identify an honest the rule-of-thumb that relates radius to composition: planets with R pl < 2 R ⊕ have f env < 1%, planets with 2 < R pl < 3 R ⊕ have f env ∼ 1%, and planets with R pl > 3 R ⊕ have f env ∼ a few %.
Finally, we discuss the implications that these results have for various issues related to the compositions of subNeptune planets. First, we verify that taking radius as a proxy for composition does hold up in the average sense even considering the large radius errors that exist for the majority of Kepler planet candidates ( §5.2). We also address the rock-gas transition and discuss how carefully chosen and precise mass measurements could help test the theory of photoevaporation by elucidating a transition that is a function of incident flux ( §5.3). In §5.4 we illustrate how this composition distribution means that there is no mass-to-radius relationship for sub-Neptunes, and so dynamical studies must derive masses from Kepler radii probabilistically rather than deterministically. Finally, we discuss the rich opportunity these results offer for comparisons of planet formation studies with Kepler 's observed planetary candidates.
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